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    Introduction 
 The release of neurotransmitters by Ca 2+ -triggered synaptic 

vesicle exocytosis is a key event in interneuronal communica-

tion. Release involves a series of steps that include vesicle dock-

ing to the plasma membrane, priming to a release-ready state, 

and Ca 2+ -triggered membrane fusion ( S ü dhof, 2004 ). The pro-

tein machinery that governs these steps contains components 

that have homologues in most types of intracellular membrane 

traffi c and are thus believed to underlie a conserved mechanism 

of membrane fusion. Particularly important for fusion are pro-

teins from the Sec1/Munc18 (SM) and SNARE families, which, 

in neuronal synapses, are represented by Munc18-1 and the 

SNAREs syntaxin-1, SNAP-25, and synaptobrevin/vesicle-

associated membrane protein ( Rizo and S ü dhof, 2002 ;  Toonen 

and Verhage, 2003 ;  Jahn and Scheller, 2006 ). The SNAREs 

function by forming tight four-helix bundles called SNARE 

complexes through sequences known as SNARE motifs ( Sollner 

et al., 1993 ;  Poirier et al., 1998 ;  Sutton et al., 1998 ); assembly 

of these complexes brings the two membranes together ( Hanson 

et al., 1997 ) and is key for membrane fusion ( Brunger, 2005 ; 

 Rizo and Rosenmund, 2008 ). The function of SM proteins is 

less clear. 

 Munc18-1 was identifi ed and linked to synaptic vesicle 

fusion by virtue of its tight binding to syntaxin-1 ( Hata et al., 

1993 ). In addition to a SNARE motif preceding a C-terminal 

transmembrane region, syntaxin-1 contains a fl exible N-terminal 

sequence, a three-helix bundle called the H abc  domain, and a 

fl exible linker ( Fig. 1 A ;  Fernandez et al., 1998 ). The H abc  do-

main and SNARE motif bind intramolecularly, forming a  “ closed 

conformation ”  that is crucial for tight binding to Munc18-1 

M
unc18-1 and soluble NSF attachment protein 

receptors (SNAREs) are critical for synaptic 

vesicle fusion. Munc18-1 binds to the SNARE 

syntaxin-1 folded into a closed conformation and to 

SNARE complexes containing open syntaxin-1. Under-

standing which steps in fusion depend on the latter inter-

action and whether Munc18-1 competes with other 

factors such as complexins for SNARE complex binding 

is critical to elucidate the mechanisms involved. In this 

study, we show that lentiviral expression of Munc18-1 

rescues abrogation of release in Munc18-1 knockout 

mice. We describe point mutations in Munc18-1 that 

preserve tight binding to closed syntaxin-1 but mark-

edly disrupt Munc18-1 binding to SNARE complexes 

containing open syntaxin-1. Lentiviral rescue experi-

ments reveal that such disruption selectively impairs 

synaptic vesicle priming but not Ca 2+ -triggered fusion 

of primed vesicles. We also fi nd that Munc18-1 and 

complexin-1 bind simultaneously to SNARE complexes. 

These results suggest that Munc18-1 binding to SNARE 

complexes mediates synaptic vesicle priming and that 

the resulting primed state involves a Munc18-1 – SNARE – 

complexin macromolecular assembly that is poised for 

Ca 2+  triggering of fusion.

 Munc18-1 binding to the neuronal SNARE complex 
controls synaptic vesicle priming 
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2002 ,  2003 ;  Yamaguchi et al., 2002 ). The apparently diverging 

picture emerging from these early fi ndings was partially unifi ed 

by evidence showing that SM proteins generally bind to their 

cognate SNARE complexes and that most of these interactions 

involve syntaxin N-terminal sequences ( Peng and Gallwitz, 

2002 ;  Carpp et al., 2006 ;  Latham et al., 2006 ;  Stroupe et al., 

2006 ;  Togneri et al., 2006 ;  Dulubova et al., 2007 ;  Shen et al., 

2007 ). These data suggest that Munc18-1 interacts with the 

SNAREs in at least two different modes: a binary interaction 

with the syntaxin-1 closed conformation that is not universal 

( Fig. 1 B ;  Dulubova et al., 1999 ;  Misura et al., 2000 ). Sso1p, 

the yeast plasma membrane syntaxin, also adopts a closed 

conformation ( Nicholson et al., 1998 ;  Fiebig et al., 1999 ), but 

this feature is not generally conserved in syntaxins ( Dulubova 

et al., 2001 ,  2002 ), and the yeast SM protein Sec1p binds to 

assembled SNARE complexes rather than to isolated Sso1p 

( Carr et al., 1999 ). Moreover, the syntaxins from the ER, Golgi, 

TGN, and early endosomes of yeast and mammals bind tightly 

to their cognate SM proteins through the short N-terminal se-

quence ( Bracher and Weissenhorn, 2002 ;  Dulubova et al., 

 Figure 1.    Design of mutations to disrupt Munc18-1 – SNARE interactions.  (A) Domain diagram of syntaxin-1. NTS, N-terminal sequence; TM, transmem-
brane region. (B) Diagrams of the binary complex between Munc18-1 and closed syntaxin-1 (left) and the Munc18-1 – SNARE complex assembly (right). 
Munc18-1 is purple, synaptobrevin is red, SNAP-25 is green, and syntaxin-1 is orange (H abc  domain) and yellow (SNARE motif and transmembrane re-
gion). The model of the binary complex is based on its crystal structure ( Misura et al., 2000 ;  Burkhardt et al., 2008 ). The model of the Munc18-1 – SNARE 
complex assemblies is based on NMR data suggesting a multifaceted interaction and illustrates the overall notion that these assemblies are critical for 
membrane fusion ( Dulubova et al., 2007 ; and for a concrete physical model of how these assemblies can induce membrane fusion, see  Rizo et al. [2006] ). 
(C) Models of potential interactions between Munc18-1 and open syntaxin-1 within syntaxin-1 – SNAP-25 heterodimers. The model on the left is based on 
the fi nding that Munc18-1 can bind to the isolated syntaxin-1 N-terminal region ( Khvotchev et al., 2007 ;  Burkhardt et al., 2008 ), whereas the model on 
the right also incorporates interactions with the SNARE motifs ( Weninger et al., 2008 ). (D) Ribbon diagram of the binary Munc18-1 – syntaxin-1 complex 
with Munc18-1 colored in purple except for the N-terminal domain, which is in cyan, and syntaxin-1, which is in orange (H abc  domain) and yellow (linker 
and SNARE motif). The red asterisk indicates the position where cerulean was inserted for the rescue experiments. A close-up of the interface showing the 
mutated residues is shown on the right. The diagrams were prepared with Pymol (DeLano Scientifi c).   
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open syntaxin-1 while still retaining tight binding to closed 

syntaxin-1 and the ability to rescue survival in Munc18-1 KO 

neurons. Importantly, these mutations cause a selective disrup-

tion of synaptic vesicle priming without altering the effi ciency 

of release of primed vesicles. Moreover, we show that Munc18-1 

and complexin-1 bind simultaneously to the SNARE complex. 

Our data show that interactions of Munc18-1 with open syn-

taxin-1 are critical for priming vesicles to a release-ready state 

that likely involves macromolecular assemblies comprising 

Munc18-1, SNAREs, and complexins. 

 Results 
 Design of mutations to distinguish 
Munc18-1 – SNARE interactions 
 The x-ray structure of the syntaxin-1 – Munc18-1 complex re-

vealed that Munc18-1 has an arch shape with a cavity where the 

syntaxin-1 closed conformation binds ( Fig. 1 D ;  Misura et al., 

2000 ). The N-terminal domain of Munc18-1 ( Fig. 1 D , cyan) 

plays a key role in the interaction, making extensive contacts with 

the H abc  domain and the SNARE motif of syntaxin-1 ( Fig. 1 D , 

orange and yellow, respectively). The syntaxin-1 N-terminal 

sequence was not observable in the initial crystal structure but 

also participates in binding ( Khvotchev et al., 2007 ;  Burkhardt 

et al., 2008 ). Although no high resolution structure of the 

Munc18-1 – SNARE complex is available, nuclear magnetic 

resonance (NMR) data showed that formation of the complex 

involves the syntaxin-1 N-terminal sequence and H abc  domain 

as well as the four-helix bundle formed by the SNARE motifs 

( Fig. 1 B , right;  Dulubova et al., 2007 ). These observations 

suggest that the interactions of Munc18-1 with the syntaxin-1 

C terminus must change drastically in the transition between 

the two complexes, whereas interactions with the N-terminal 

sequence and H abc  domain may involve similar residues in 

both complexes. However, the energetic contributions of indi-

vidual interactions to binding are likely to change during the 

transition between the two complexes because of the syntaxin-1 

C-terminal rearrangements, particularly if the interactions in-

volve residues near the interface between the H abc  domain and 

SNARE motif in the closed conformation. Thus, replacing 

residues near this interface is likely to have differential dis-

ruptive effects on binding of Munc18-1 to syntaxin-1 or the 

SNARE complex. Based on these considerations, three resi-

dues of the Munc18-1 N-terminal domain that contact the 

syntaxin-1 H abc  domain (E59), the SNARE motif (K63), or 

both (E66;  Fig. 1 D ) were selected for mutagenesis, and three 

point mutants of Munc18-1 bearing substitutions in one of these 

three residues were prepared. Two of the substitutions (E59K 

and K63E) were charge reversals to try to enhance their dis-

ruptive effects, whereas the third (E66A) only neutralized the 

charge to aim for more moderate effects. 

 The effects of the three mutations on the binary Munc18-1 –

 syntaxin-1 interaction were investigated by isothermal titra-

tion calorimetry (ITC;  Fig. 2 ). For this purpose, we used a 

syntaxin-1 fragment encompassing residues 2 – 243, which in-

clude all of the sequences that make contact with Munc18-1 in 

the crystal structure of the binary complex (ITC experiments 

and likely meets specifi c requirements of regulated exocytosis 

( Gerber et al., 2008 ) and a multifaceted interaction with the 

SNARE complex that likely underlies the general function of SM 

proteins ( Fig. 1 B ;  Dulubova et al., 2007 ;  Shen et al., 2007 ). 

 The physiological relevance of the binary Munc18-1 –

 syntaxin-1 complex was suggested by diverse evidence ( Wu 

et al., 1998 ;  Verhage et al., 2000 ;  Rizo and S ü dhof, 2002 ) and 

has been demonstrated through analysis of knockin mice bearing 

an LE (L165A, E166A) mutation that destabilizes the syntaxin-1 

closed conformation and impairs Munc18-1 binding, leading to 

an increase in vesicle release probability ( Gerber et al., 2008 ). 

This phenotype likely arises because the LE mutation facilitates 

SNARE complex formation, as the SNARE complex is incom-

patible with the closed conformation ( Dulubova et al., 1999 ; 

 Misura et al., 2000 ), and Munc18-1 binding stabilizes this con-

formation ( Chen et al., 2008 ), thus hindering SNARE complex 

assembly ( Yang et al., 2000 ). 

 Munc18-1 – SNARE complex assemblies were proposed 

to form the core of the membrane fusion machinery ( Fig. 1 B ; 

 Dulubova et al., 2007 ), and their importance for exocytosis was 

supported by transfection assays and peptide injection experi-

ments in the calyx of Held synapse ( Khvotchev et al., 2007 ). 

Moreover, reconstitution assays suggested that Munc18-1 stim-

ulates the rate of lipid mixing between SNARE proteolipo-

somes, interacting with both syntaxin-1 and synaptobrevin 

( Shen et al., 2007 ;  Rodkey et al., 2008 ). However, a recent study 

concluded that Munc18-1 – SNARE complex binding is medi-

ated only by the syntaxin-1 H abc  domain and N-terminal se-

quence ( Burkhardt et al., 2008 ), and Munc18-1 was shown to 

also bind to syntaxin-1 – SNAP-25 heterodimers ( Guan et al., 

2008 ;  Weninger et al., 2008 ). Although the results of these latter 

studies do not truly contradict the model of  Fig. 1 B , they do 

suggest that Munc18-1 can interact with open syntaxin-1 within 

more than one type of complex ( Fig. 1, B and C ) and emphasize 

that we are still far from understanding how these interactions 

control release. 

 To reach such an understanding, it is crucial to determine 

which of the steps leading to release depends on the binding of 

Munc18-1 to open syntaxin-1. Moreover, because several com-

ponents of the release machinery also bind to SNARE complexes 

( S ü dhof, 2004 ;  Brunger, 2005 ), elucidating whether such inter-

actions are compatible with Munc18-1 binding is critical to dissect 

the order of the molecular events leading to release. Particularly 

important in this context is to unravel whether Munc18-1 com-

petes for SNARE complex binding with complexins because it 

is well established that these small soluble proteins function in 

the Ca 2+ -triggering step of release ( Reim et al., 2001 ;  Tang et al., 

2006 ), and they are generally believed to be bound to the 

SNARE complex before Ca 2+  infl ux ( Rizo and Rosenmund, 

2008 ). In this study, we have addressed these questions using 

a combination of biophysical experiments and a Munc18-1 

knockout (KO) rescue approach. This approach has been hin-

dered because Munc18-1 – defi cient neurons die early ( Verhage 

et al., 2000 ) and are thus diffi cult to analyze. We have overcome 

this problem through lentiviral expression of Munc18-1 in neu-

rons from Munc18-1 KO mice. We have designed mutations in 

Munc18-1 that impair binding to SNARE complexes containing 
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 Figure 2.    ITC analysis of binding of WT and mutant Munc18-1 to syntaxin-1.  (A – D) Illustrative examples of the ITC data obtained for binding of WT 
Munc18-1 (A) and E59K (B), E66A (C), and K63E (D) Munc18-1 mutants to syntaxin-1(2 – 243) are shown. A polynomial baseline correction was applied 
to remove a slight drift in the initial points of each titration before fi tting the data to a single-site binding model. This correction did not substantially alter 
the  K  d  values obtained.   
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concentrations ( Fig. 3 B ). Based on the sensitivity of the 

method, we estimate a  K  d  of  > 30  μ M for this mutant. Thus, 

these results show that the three mutations in Munc18-1 have 

markedly different effects on SNARE complex binding and that 

two of them (E66A and E59K) disrupt this interaction much 

more strongly than the binary interaction with the syntaxin-1 

closed conformation. 

 Rescue of survival and neurotransmitter 
release in Munc18-1 KO neurons 
 Munc18-1 KO mice die immediately at birth and exhibit a total 

abrogation of spontaneous, hypertonic sucrose-induced and 

Ca 2+ -triggered neurotransmitter release ( Verhage et al., 2000 ). 

To explore whether we could rescue release in neurons from 

these mice by overexpression of WT Munc18-1, we used pri-

mary cortical cultures from mouse embryos at embryonic day 

(E) 16.5. During the fi rst week in vitro, Munc18-1 – defi cient 

neurons exhibited apparently normal neurite outgrowth and 

synapse formation as judged by immunocytochemistry and 

electron microscopy (unpublished data). Subsequently, neurons 

from Munc18-1 KO mice degenerated rapidly, and cultures did 

not survive  > 10 d in vitro (DIV;  Fig. 4 ). To overcome this prob-

lem, we used lentiviral expression of Munc18-1. In these exper-

iments, we aimed to visualize the expressed Munc18-1 to make 

it easier to monitor the levels of WT and mutant Munc18-1. 

Thus, we tagged Munc18-1 with the cerulean variant of GFP. 

We initially explored a C-terminal cerulean fusion protein and 

three fusion proteins in which cerulean was inserted into loops 

of Munc18-1. The three loops were chosen in exposed surface 

locations of Munc18-1 that, based on the crystal structure of 

the Munc18-1 – syntaxin-1 complex ( Misura et al., 2000 ), were 

close to syntaxin-1 (for future fl uorescence resonance energy 

transfer studies in vivo) and were predicted to be able to harbor 

the insertion of cerulean without disrupting folding and/or 

binding. Although no systematic experiments were performed, 

preliminary experiments indicated that the insertion of cerulean 

between residues 24 and 25 ( Fig. 1 D , red asterisk) allowed ef-

fi cient rescue of the survival and the neurotransmitter release 

phenotypes in Munc18-1 – defi cient neurons (Fig. S1, A and B, 

available at http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200812026/

DC1) and that the rescue was better than that observed with 

the other fusion proteins. Therefore, we performed all of our 

functional experiments with this cerulean fusion protein of 

Munc18-1. 

 We infected cultured Munc18-1 – defi cient neurons at 1 DIV 

with lentiviruses expressing WT or E59K, E66A, or K63E mu-

tant Munc18-1 that was fused to cerulean and monitored the 

survival and morphology of the neurons and expression levels 

using fl uorescence microscopy at 11 DIV. All Munc18-1 pro-

teins rescued neuronal survival, and no signifi cant difference 

was observed between the number of synapses in WT neu-

rons and in neurons rescued with WT or mutant Munc18-1 

proteins (Fig. S1 C). Similar expression levels were observed 

for the WT and mutant Munc18-1 proteins as monitored from 

cerulean fl uorescence intensities (Fig. S2 A, available at http://

www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200812026/DC1), although 

Western blots indicated lower levels of E59K mutant (25 – 37% 

using a slightly longer fragment, syntaxin-1[2 – 253], yielded 

comparable but less consistent results because of the tendency 

of this fragment to oligomerize;  Chen et al., 2008 ). Triplicate 

experiments with syntaxin-1(2 – 243) and the wild-type (WT) or 

mutant Munc18-1s yielded the following mean  K  d  and standard 

deviations: WT, 7.5  ±  2.7 nM; E59K, 12.0  ±  5.6 nM; K63E, 

20.5  ±  11.7 nM; and E66A, 11.3  ±  4.1 nM. The  K  d  measured for 

WT Munc18-1 is comparable with the 10 – 20-nM  K  d  values 

measured previously by other methods ( Pevsner et al., 1994 ; 

 Khvotchev et al., 2007 ) and the 2.7-nM  K  d  reported in a recent 

ITC study ( Burkhardt et al., 2008 ). The differences between 

these values can be attributed to differences in experimental 

conditions and/or the protein fragments used as well as to in-

trinsic diffi culties in obtaining accurate measurements for such 

high affi nities, which also underlie the relatively large standard 

deviations in our measurements. Despite these diffi culties, it is 

clear from our ITC data that the three Munc18-1 mutants retain 

tight binding to syntaxin-1. Each of the mutations do appear to 

impair the binary interaction slightly, particularly the K63E mu-

tation, but none of the differences between the  K  d  measured for 

WT Munc18-1 and the mutants is statistically signifi cant. 

 ITC experiments with WT Munc18-1 and the SNARE 

complex yielded very small binding enthalpies ( Burkhardt 

et al., 2008 ; and unpublished data), which suggests that binding 

is entropically driven and hinders quantitative comparisons by 

ITC. To measure the effects of the mutations in Munc18-1 on its 

interaction with open syntaxin-1 within the SNARE complex, 

we turned to an NMR method that we used previously to dem-

onstrate this interaction ( Dulubova et al., 2007 ). The method is 

based on the observation of a decrease in the intensity of the 

strongest methyl resonance (SMR) in 1D  13 C-edited  1 H-NMR 

spectra of a  13 C-labeled protein (or complex) upon binding to an 

unlabeled protein as a result of the broadening caused by for-

mation of a larger species ( Arac et al., 2003 ). To apply this 

method to study Munc18-1 – SNARE complex binding, we 

prepared SNARE complexes containing  13 C-labeled syntaxin-1 

(hereafter referred to as  13 C-labeled SNARE complex for simpli-

city) and added WT or mutant Munc18-1s. Addition of 2.5  μ M 

WT Munc18-1 induced a moderate but reproducible decrease in the 

SMR intensity of 2  μ M  13 C-labeled SNARE complex ( Fig. 3 A ), 

which refl ects formation of the Munc18-1 – SNARE complex 

assembly. Interestingly, the K63E Munc18-1 mutant had a simi-

lar effect as WT Munc18-1, whereas the E59K mutant did not 

signifi cantly decrease the SMR intensity of the  13 C-labeled 

SNARE complex, and the E66A mutant had an intermediate ef-

fect ( Fig. 3 A ). Multiple titrations in which we measured the 

decrease in the SMR intensity of the  13 C-labeled SNARE com-

plex as a function of WT Munc18-1 concentration ( Fig. 3 B ) 

yielded a  K  d  of 266  ±  41 nM, which is consistent with the values 

of 100 – 300 nM that we estimated previously ( Dulubova et al., 

2007 ). Titrations with the Munc18-1 mutants yielded a  K  d  of 

310  ±  82 nM for K63E, which is not signifi cantly different from 

WT, and a  K  d  of 1.61  ±  0.35  μ M for E66A, which reveals a con-

siderable disruption of Munc18-1 binding to the SNARE com-

plex. Titrations with the E59K mutant consistently showed that 

this mutation strongly impairs SNARE complex binding, al-

though there appeared to be some residual binding at the higher 
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 Mutations in Munc18-1 impair 
vesicle priming 
 We next investigated the effects of the three mutations in 

Munc18-1 on its ability to rescue neurotransmitter release. We 

fi rst examined spontaneous release (minis) and found that the 

K63E mutation had no signifi cant effect, but the E66A mutation 

strongly decreased the mini frequency ( > 60%) while leaving the 

mini amplitude unaltered ( Fig. 5, A and B ). The E59K mutation 

decreased the mini frequency even more strongly (90%). We 

then measured the effects of the Munc18-1 mutations on evoked 

neurotransmitter release ( Fig. 5, C – E ). The K63E mutation had 

no statistically signifi cant effect, although there was a trend for 

less release. The E66A mutation again caused a considerable 

impairment of release (50%), which was even more pronounced 

for the E59K mutant (80%). Note that the fi nding that the E66A 

mutation markedly impairs spontaneous and evoked release, 

whereas the K63E mutation has little or no effect, clearly corre-

lates with the effects of these mutations on SNARE complex 

binding. The E59K mutant data further extends this correlation, 

although we cannot rule out the possibility that the disruption of 

compared with WT; Fig. S2 B). The reason for this discrep-

ancy is unclear, but these data suggest that the electrophysio-

logical results described below for this mutant need to be 

interpreted with caution. 

 Next, we used patch-clamp recordings to test whether 

the cerulean-tagged WT Munc18-1 rescues neurotransmitter 

release in Munc18-1 KO neurons. As expected, no evoked or 

spontaneous activity was observed in untreated KO cultures at 

6 – 7 DIV, when there are still some surviving neurons (unpub-

lished data), which confi rmed previous fi ndings ( Verhage et al., 

2000 ). Lentiviral expression of WT Munc18-1 rescued sponta-

neous neurotransmitter release ( “ minis ” ) and also restored release 

evoked by fi eld stimulation at low frequency (0.4 Hz), as moni-

tored by recordings at 12 – 18 DIV ( Fig. 5 ). Similarly, release 

stimulated at higher frequencies (10 Hz; Fig. S3, available at 

http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200812026/DC1) or by 

hyperosmotic sucrose ( Fig. 6 ) was rescued by WT Munc18-1. 

These results show that lentiviral expression of WT Munc18-1 

is effi cient enough to confer WT electrophysiological responses 

on Munc18-1 – defi cient neurons. 

 Figure 3.    Differential disruption of Munc18-1 binding 
to the SNARE complex by Munc18-1 point mutations.  
(A) Sample traces of the methyl regions of 1D  13 C-edited 
 1 H-NMR spectra of 2  μ M SNARE complex containing 
uniformly  13 C-labeled syntaxin-1(2 – 243) in the absence or 
presence of 2.5  μ M of unlabeled WT or mutant Munc18-1s. 
ppm, parts per million. (B) Binding curves obtained from 
the SMR intensities observed in 1D  13 C-edited  1 H-NMR 
spectra of 2  μ M SNARE complex containing uniformly 
 13 C-labeled syntaxin-1(2 – 243) in the presence of increas-
ing amounts of unlabeled WT or mutant Munc18-1s. The 
data were fi t to a standard single-site binding model and 
normalized to the percentage of binding using as limit 
values the initial intensity in the absence of Munc18-1 (0% 
binding) and the intensity extrapolated to infi nite Munc18-1 
concentration (100% binding).   
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fer ( Fig. 6 C ) was very similar for the WT and mutant Munc18-1 

rescues (Fig. S4, available at http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/

full/jcb.200812026/DC1), suggesting that, for the vesicles that 

are primed, Ca 2+  triggering of fusion is normal. These results 

show that the impairment in release caused by the Munc18-1 

mutations occurs at the vesicle-priming step and suggest that 

the interaction of Munc18-1 with the H abc  domain in open 

syntaxin-1 is critical for this step but not for the downstream 

events that lead to release. 

 A Munc18-1 – SNARE – complexin 
macromolecular assembly 
 A fundamental question to understand the mechanism of ac-

tion of Munc18-1 in neurotransmitter release is to characterize 

the relation between its binding to the SNARE complex and 

other interactions that have been described for this complex 

( S ü dhof, 2004 ;  Brunger, 2005 ). It is particularly crucial to de-

termine whether Munc18-1 and complexins can bind simulta-

neously to the SNARE complex because complexins function 

at the Ca 2+ -triggering step of release ( Reim et al., 2001 ) and 

they are generally believed to be bound to the SNARE com-

plex before Ca 2+  infl ux ( Rizo and Rosenmund, 2008 ). Thus, 

such simultaneous binding would suggest that Munc18-1 is 

release caused by this mutation arises in part from decreased 

protein levels. 

 The decrease in evoked release caused by the mutations 

could in principle arise from a reduction in the size of the read-

ily releasable pool (RRP) of vesicles and/or in the vesicular 

release probability. To distinguish between these possibilities, 

we analyzed evoked responses at 10-Hz stimulation frequency. 

In these experiments, a reduced release probability is expected 

to lead to synaptic facilitation. The effects of the mutations on 

the amplitude of the fi rst response of the train paralleled those 

observed at low frequency stimulation, but, importantly, all 

mutants exhibited strong synaptic depression during the stimu-

lus train (Fig. S3). We then determined the size of the RRP by 

measuring synaptic response to 0.5 M hypertonic sucrose. We 

found that the E66A mutation led to a marked decrease in the 

size of the RRP ( � 50% decrease), whereas the E59K mutation 

decreased the size of the RRP even more strongly (76%), and 

the K63E mutation caused no signifi cant effect ( Fig. 6 ). Thus, 

the effects of the mutations on the RRP parallel those observed 

in the spontaneous and evoked responses ( Fig. 5 ) as well as in 

the Munc18-1 – SNARE complex binding assays ( Fig. 3 ). Cor-

respondingly, the ratio between the synaptic charge transfer in 

evoked release ( Fig. 5 E ) and the sucrose-induced charge trans-

 Figure 4.    Rescue of neuronal survival in cortical cultures by Munc18-1 expression.  Representative images of cortical synapses from littermate hetero-
zygotes (top), homozygote KOs for Munc18-1 (middle), or Munc18-1 KOs infected with Munc18-1-containing lentivirus (bottom). Cells were maintained 
in culture for 11 d before being labeled with antibodies against the presynaptic marker synapsin (fi rst column), the neurofi lament marker MAP2 (second 
column), and the nuclear DAPI marker (third column). The last column shows the combined image of the three labeling procedures with colors that match 
the relevant labels in the other columns. Bars, 20  μ m.   
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Munc18-1 (65 kD) was considerably reduced upon addition of 

unlabeled SNARE complex (55 kD), refl ecting the formation of 

the Munc18-1 – SNARE complex assembly ( Fig. 7 A ). Addition 

of  15 N-labeled complexin-1 (16 kD) led to a further decrease in 

the SMR intensity of Munc18-1, which can be attributed to bind-

ing of complexin-1 to the Munc18-1 – SNARE complex assembly 

bound to the SNAREs within the release-ready state that re-

sults after vesicle priming. 

 To address this question, we fi rst used 1D isotope-edited 

 1 H-NMR assays ( Arac et al., 2003 ;  Dulubova et al., 2005 ) that 

rely on the same principles as the experiments of  Fig. 3 . Thus, the 

SMR intensity of 1D  13 C-edited  1 H-NMR spectra of 2  μ M 

 Figure 5.    Synaptic release depends on Munc18-1 binding to the SNARE complex.  (A) Analysis of spontaneous synaptic release upon rescue with WT and 
mutant Munc18-1s. Representative 10-s segments from 10-min-long traces of spontaneous excitatory synaptic activity, which was recorded at a holding 
potential of  � 70 mV in the presence of 1  μ M tetrodotoxin and 50  μ M picrotoxin. (B) Bar diagram describing the frequency (top) and amplitude (bottom) 
of spontaneous release (WT,  n  = 13; Munc18,  n  = 19; E59K,  n  = 10; K63E and E66A,  n  = 9). (C) Representative traces of fi eld stimulation (at 0.4 Hz) 
evoked excitatory responses from neurons of WT ( n  = 14) or Munc18-1 KO infected with WT ( n  = 9), E59K ( n  = 7), E66A ( n  = 16), or K63E ( n  = 11) 
Munc18-1 – 24-cerulean. Note that only the fi rst 400 ms of the traces are shown for clarity. (D) Bar diagram summarizing the amplitudes of evoked responses 
for cultures rescued with the WT Munc18-1 and different Munc18-1 mutants. (E) Synaptic responses characterized as the amount of transferred charge. 
Asterisks in the bar diagrams mark statistical signifi cance of the difference between the WT and mutant rescues (*, P  <  0.05; ***, P  <  0.005). (B, D, and E) 
Data are shown as means  ±  SEMs. Dashed lines indicate WT values.   
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complex assembly ( Fig. 7 C ), demonstrating that complexin-1 

binds to this assembly. It is worth noting in these profi les that the 

elution of the SNARE complex is shifted to smaller volumes by 

complexin-1 than by Munc18-1 despite the much smaller size of 

complexin-1. We attribute this difference to the formation of a 

more compact structure in the SNARE complex upon Munc18-1 

binding as the result of interactions of Munc18-1 with the four-

helix bundle and the N-terminal region of syntaxin-1 ( Dulubova 

et al., 2007 ) and to the fact that complexin-1 contains large un-

folded regions even after SNARE complex binding ( Pabst et al., 

2000 ). To rule out the possibility that the coelution of Munc18-1 

with complexin-1 and the SNARE complex might arise from the 

binding of Munc18-1 to these unfolded regions of complexin-1, 

we performed additional gel fi ltration experiments with a shorter 

complexin-1 fragment (residues 26 – 83), which spans the region 

that becomes structured upon SNARE binding ( Pabst et al., 

2000 ;  Chen et al., 2002 ). Analogous results were obtained with 

this fragment (Fig. S5, available at http://www.jcb.org/cgi/

content/full/jcb.200812026/DC1), again confi rming the forma-

tion of a Munc18-1 – SNARE – complexin assembly. 

 Discussion 
 The importance of Munc18-1 and the SNAREs for neurotrans-

mitter release is well established, but it is still unclear how their 

(note that if complexin-1 displaced Munc18-1 from the SNARE 

complex, the SMR intensity would have been restored to that of 

isolated Munc18-1). The formation of a Munc18-1 – SNARE –

 complexin macromolecular assembly was confi rmed by 1D 

 15 N-edited  1 H-NMR spectra of 2  μ M  15 N-labeled complexin-1 

( Fig. 7 B ). Many complexin-1 signals in these spectra are broad-

ened beyond detection upon SNARE complex binding and are 

still not observable upon addition of Munc18-1, showing that 

Munc18-1 does not displace complexin-1 from the SNARE com-

plex (signals that remain observable correspond to complexin-1 

regions that are fl exible regardless of the presence or absence of 

Munc18-1). In particular, note that the spectra containing  13 C-

labeled Munc18-1, unlabeled SNARE complex, and  15 N-labeled 

complexin-1 ( Fig. 7, A and B , right) were acquired on the same 

sample and unambiguously demonstrate that Munc18-1 and 

complexin-1 can bind simultaneously to the SNARE complex. 

 To confi rm this conclusion by a different method, we used 

gel fi ltration experiments ( Fig. 7 C ). A mixture of complexin-1 

and SNARE complex coeluted at smaller volumes than those of 

separate samples of complexin-1 and SNARE complex, as ex-

pected from the high affi nity of their interaction ( McMahon 

et al., 1995 ). Similar results were obtained with samples 

of Munc18-1 and SNARE complex, as described previously 

( Dulubova et al., 2007 ). Importantly, addition of complexin-1 fur-

ther decreased the elution volume of the Munc18-1 – SNARE 

 Figure 6.    Munc18-1 binding to the SNARE complex 
is critical for release readiness of synaptic vesicles.  
(A) Representative traces of synaptic excitatory responses 
to hypertonic solution (+500 mM sucrose to the bath) in 
WT neurons from littermate controls and Munc18-1 KO 
neurons rescued with lentivirus-expressing WT Munc18-1 –
 24-cerulean or Munc18-1 – 24-cerulean with the E59K, 
K63E, or E66A mutations. (B) Bar diagram depicting the 
amplitudes of responses to hypertonic sucrose solution 
for WT cultures or Munc18-1 KO cultures rescued with 
the WT and mutant Munc18-1s (WT,  n  = 5; Munc18-1, 
K63E, and E66A,  n  = 8; E59K,  n  = 5). (C) Readily releas-
able synaptic excitatory transmission characterized as the 
amount of charge transfer induced by hypertonic sucrose. 
Asterisks in the bar diagrams mark statistical signifi cance 
of the difference between the WT and mutant rescues 
(*, P  <  0.05; **, P  <  0.01). (B and C) Data are shown 
as means  ±  SEMs. Dashed lines indicate WT values.   
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syntaxin-1 is critical for synaptic vesicle priming but not for 

the release step and that Munc18-1 and complexin-1 can bind 

simultaneously to the SNARE complex. 

 The development of a strategy to rescue survival and 

neuro transmitter release in neurons from Munc18-1 KO mice, 

which is strongly hindered by the deleterious effects arising 

from deletion of this protein, was key for this study. In addition, 

we wanted to perform the rescue with fl uorescently tagged 

Munc18-1 to ensure that we could monitor the proper localiza-

tion of the expressed protein. After extensive efforts, we over-

came these diffi culties by identifying a Munc18-1 – cerulean 

fusion that rescues the Munc18-1 defi ciency phenotype when 

expressed with a lentivirus, which allowed us to study the func-

tional effects of the three Munc18-1 mutations with the preci-

sion of electrophysiology and correlate them with our in vitro 

binding data. 

 Although the energetic contributions of individual residues 

to protein – protein interactions are diffi cult to predict from 3D 

structures, the observed biochemical effects of the Munc18-1 

functions are coupled. The binary interaction initially identifi ed 

between Munc18-1 and the closed conformation of syntaxin-1 

( Hata et al., 1993 ;  Dulubova et al., 1999 ), which stabilizes both 

proteins and gates the entry of syntaxin-1 into SNARE com-

plexes ( Verhage et al., 2000 ;  Gerber et al., 2008 ), does not 

appear to be general and may have emerged to meet specifi c re-

quirements of regulated secretion. Munc18-1 binding to SNARE 

complexes containing open syntaxin-1 does seem to be univer-

sal ( Fig. 1 B ;  Dulubova et al., 2007 ;  Shen et al., 2007 ;  Rodkey 

et al., 2008 ), and functional data provided evidence for the phys-

iological relevance of SM protein – SNARE complex interactions 

in diverse systems ( Carr et al., 1999 ;  Grote et al., 2000 ;  Yamaguchi 

et al., 2002 ;  Collins et al., 2005 ;  Khvotchev et al., 2007 ;  Shen 

et al., 2007 ). However, the point of action of Munc18-1 – open 

syntaxin-1 interactions in release was unknown, and the rela-

tionship between these interactions and those of the SNAREs 

with other key proteins such as complexins was unclear. Our 

data now provide fundamental insights into these questions, 

showing that binding of Munc18-1 to the H abc  domain of open 

 Figure 7.    Munc18-1 and complexin-1 can bind simultaneously 
to the SNARE complex.  (A) Sample traces of the methyl regions 
of 1D  13 C-edited  1 H-NMR spectra of 2  μ M Munc18-1 in the 
absence or presence of 2  μ M of unlabeled SNARE complex 
or 2  μ M of unlabeled SNARE complex plus 2  μ M  15 N-labeled 
complexin-1. (B) Sample traces of 1D  15 N-edited  1 H-NMR spectra 
of 2  μ M  15 N-labeled complexin-1 in the absence or presence 
of 2  μ M of unlabeled SNARE complex or 2  μ M of unlabeled 
SNARE complex plus 2  μ M  13 C-labeled Munc18-1. (A and B) 
The spectra on the right were acquired with the same sample. 
ppm, parts per million. (C) Gel fi ltration on a Superdex S200 
(10/300GL) column of Munc18-1, complexin-1, SNARE com-
plex (SC), and mixtures of the SNARE complex with Munc18-1, 
complexin (Cpx), or both. The SNARE complexes used for all of 
these experiments contained syntaxin-1(2 – 253), synaptobrevin-
2(29 – 93), SNAP-25(11 – 82), and SNAP-25(141 – 203).   
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open syntaxin-1. Importantly, the decreases in spontaneous and 

Ca 2+ -evoked release caused by the E66A and E59K mutations 

mirror the corresponding RRP reductions. This fi nding is in 

sharp contrast with the phenotype observed in the syntaxin-1 

LE mutant mice, in which the RRP decreased (likely because of 

the lower protein levels), but spontaneous release and release of 

primed vesicles were enhanced ( Gerber et al., 2008 ). Because 

the LE mutation impairs Munc18-1 binding to closed syntaxin-1 

but not to SNARE complexes ( Gerber et al., 2008 ), this con-

trast further supports the conclusion that the functional effects 

of the E66A and E59K mutations arise from the disruption of 

interactions of Munc18-1 with open syntaxin-1 rather than 

closed syntaxin-1. 

 Synaptic vesicle docking was not affected in Munc18-1 

KO mice ( Verhage et al., 2000 ). Thus, it is unlikely that the 

E66A and E59K mutations alter docking. This observation to-

gether with the fi nding that these mutations cause parallel de-

creases in spontaneous, sucrose-induced, and Ca 2+ -triggered 

release, resulting in evoked release/RRP ratios that are similar 

to WT (Fig. S4), strongly suggest that the mutations selectively 

disrupt synaptic vesicle priming but not the downstream events 

that lead to evoked release. Immediate questions that arise are 

do Munc18-1 – SNARE interactions play any role after priming, 

and does Munc18-1 form part of the macromolecular complex 

that results after priming and is poised for Ca 2+ -triggered re-

lease? As a fi rst step to address these questions, we examined 

whether complexin-1 and Munc18-1 compete for SNARE com-

plex binding. Complexins play a role in the Ca 2+ -triggering step 

of release ( Reim et al., 2001 ) and bind tightly to SNARE com-

plexes ( McMahon et al., 1995 ), interacting with the SNARE 

four-helix bundle ( Chen et al., 2002 ). These observations strongly 

suggest that complexins are key components of the primed macro-

molecular assembly that is ready for release ( Rizo and Rosenmund, 

2008 ), and our demonstration that Munc18-1 and complexin-1 

can bind simultaneously to the SNARE complex suggests that 

Munc18-1 likely forms part of this assembly as well. Structural 

studies will be required to characterize in detail the resulting 

Munc18-1 – SNARE – complexin assembly, but it is noteworthy 

that Munc18-1 binding barely shifts the elution profi le of the 

complexin-1 – SNARE complex despite doubling its molecular 

mass ( Fig. 7 C ). This observation suggests that such binding leads 

to a more compact shape caused by interactions of Munc18-1 

with both the N-terminal region of syntaxin-1 and the four-helix 

bundle, as proposed for the Munc18-1 – SNARE complex assem-

bly ( Fig. 1 B , right;  Dulubova et al., 2007 ). 

 In contrast, a recent study concluded that binding of 

Munc18-1 to the SNARE complex involves interactions with 

only the syntaxin-1 N-terminal region (residues 1 – 179) based on 

the similar affi nities of Munc18-1 for the SNARE complex and 

syntaxin-1(1 – 179) ( Burkhardt et al., 2008 ). However, this con-

clusion ignores the possibility that the energy gained from 

Munc18-1 – four-helix bundle interactions may be offset by release 

of interactions contributing to the affi nity of Munc18-1 for syn-

taxin-1(1 – 179) (e.g., involving the syntaxin-1 linker region), and 

abundant evidence has demonstrated interactions of Munc18-1 

with the SNARE motifs ( Dulubova et al., 2007 ;  Shen et al., 2007 ; 

 Rodkey et al., 2008 ;  Weninger et al., 2008 ). Nevertheless, the 

mutations can be rationalized according to general knowledge 

on the energetics of protein – protein interactions and to the model 

used to design these mutations. In this model, the syntaxin-1 

SNARE motif contributes strongly to the binary interaction with 

Munc18-1 but needs to be released upon formation of the 

Munc18-1 – SNARE complex assembly, leading to a different 

interaction of Munc18-1 with the four-helix bundle ( Fig. 1 B ). 

In contrast, the H abc  domain – Munc18-1 interface is likely similar 

in both complexes ( Khvotchev et al., 2007 ). The latter assump-

tion implies that, in the Munc18-1 – SNARE complex assembly, 

E59 contacts the H abc  domain extensively, E66 makes fewer 

contacts, and K63 does not interact with the H abc  domain (in the 

binary complex, E66 is between the H abc  domain and the SNARE 

motif, whereas K63 only contacts the SNARE motif;  Fig. 1 D ); 

this prediction correlates very well with the relative impair-

ments in Munc18-1 – SNARE complex binding caused by the 

E59K and E66A mutations and the lack of an effect by the K63E 

mutation. A key prediction of the model was that, because of the 

proximity of E59, K63, and E66 to the H abc  domain – SNARE 

motif interface in the binary Munc18-1 – syntaxin-1 complex and 

because of the large rearrangement of the syntaxin-1 SNARE 

motif upon formation of the Munc18-1 – SNARE complex as-

sembly, the energetic contributions of these residues to binding 

would be different in the two complexes. The different effects of 

the mutations on the binary Munc18-1 – syntaxin-1 interaction 

compared with those caused on Munc18-1 – SNARE complex 

binding agree with this prediction. It is not surprising that 

none of the mutations strongly reduced Munc18-1 binding to 

syntaxin-1 given the adaptability of protein – protein interfaces upon 

introduction of point mutations ( Atwell et al., 1997 ), particularly 

for complexes of high affi nity and involving large interfaces such 

as that in the Munc18-1 – syntaxin-1 complex ( > 4,000  Å  of bur-

ied surface area;  Misura et al., 2000 ;  Burkhardt et al., 2008 ). 

Although not reaching statistical signifi cance, the K63E muta-

tion did appear to have an effect on Munc18-1 – syntaxin-1 bind-

ing, which is consistent with the notion that interactions with 

the SNARE motif contribute strongly to the affi nity of the bi-

nary complex; such a contribution likely facilitates toleration of 

the E59K and E66A mutations. 

 The considerable impairment of Ca 2+ -evoked, sucrose-

induced, and spontaneous release caused by the E66A mutation 

and the little functional consequences of the K63E mutation 

( Figs. 5 and 6 ) correlate very well with the effects of these mu-

tations on binding of Munc18-1 to SNARE complexes contain-

ing open syntaxin-1 ( Fig. 3 ) but not with their effects on binding 

of Munc18-1 to closed syntaxin-1 ( Fig. 2 ). Although the func-

tional data obtained for the E59K mutant needs to be interpreted 

with caution, the data appear to extend the correlation between 

impairment of release and disruption of Munc18-1 – SNARE 

complex binding but not Munc18-1 – syntaxin-1 binding. Note 

that the expression of this mutant is suffi cient to rescue survival 

in Munc18-1 KO neurons and that decreased Munc18-1 levels 

in syntaxin-1B LE mutant mice lead to a much more moderate 

decrease in the RRP ( Gerber et al., 2008 ) than that caused by the 

E59K mutation ( Fig. 6 C ). Thus, it seems likely that the strong 

impairment of release caused by this mutation arises at least in 

part from disruption of the interaction between Munc18-1 and 
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QuikChange Site-Directed Mutagenesis kit (Agilent Technologies) and 
custom-designed primers and were verifi ed by sequencing. For the construc-
tion of Munc18-1 – 24-cerulean constructs, a Munc18-1 (aa 1 – 24) fragment 
was fi rst generated by PCR to introduce EcoRI and SseI cloning sites at the 
N and C termini, and then a Munc18-1 (aa 25 – 601) fragment was produced 
by PCR to introduce BsrGI and XbaI cloning sites at the N and C termini. 
These two PCR products were then inserted to the N terminus and C terminus 
of cerulean, respectively, on a PCMV5-cerulean vector. The cDNAs of WT 
and mutant Munc18-1 – 24-cerulean versions were subcloned between the 
EcoRI and BamHI sites into the pFUGW shuttle vector for virus production. 

 Preparation of recombinant proteins and SNARE complexes 
 Syntaxin-1A(2 – 243), syntaxin-1A(2 – 253), synaptobrevin-2(29 – 93), SNAP-
25(11 – 82), SNAP-25(141 – 203), complexin-1, complexin-1(26 – 83), and 
WT and mutant full-length Munc18-1 were expressed in bacteria as GST 
fusion proteins, isolated by affi nity chromatography, cleaved with throm-
bin, and purifi ed by ion exchange or gel fi ltration chromatography as de-
scribed previously ( Dulubova et al., 1999 ;  Chen et al., 2002 ;  Dulubova 
et al., 2007 ). Mass spectrometry analysis showed that the proteolysis of 
the syntaxin-1A N terminus reported in a recent study ( Burkhardt et al., 
2008 ) does not occur using our protocols. Uniform  13 C or  15 N labeling 
was accomplished by expression in bacteria using  13 C 6 -glucose as the sole 
carbon source or  15 NH 4 Cl as the sole nitrogen source, respectively. SNARE 
complexes were prepared by overnight incubation of the four purifi ed 
SNARE fragments (with either syntaxin-1A[2 – 243] or syntaxin-1A[2 – 253] 
plus synaptobrevin-2[29 – 93], SNAP-25[11 – 82], and SNAP-25[141 –
 203]), and further purifi cation was performed by gel fi ltration on a column 
(Superdex 200; GE Healthcare) in PBS, pH 7.4, containing 2 mM Tris(2-
carboxyethyl)phosphine ( Dulubova et al., 2007 ). 

 ITC 
 ITC experiments were performed using a VP-ITC system (GE Healthcare) at 
20 ° C in PBS, pH 7.4, containing 2 mM Tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine with 
samples of 5 – 10  μ M WT or mutant Munc18-1s in the sample cell and suc-
cessive injections of 100 – 150  μ M syntaxin-1A(2 – 243). All proteins were 
purifi ed by gel fi ltration on a Superdex 200 column in the same buffer be-
fore the experiments. After polynomial baseline correction to remove a 
slight drift of the initial data points, the data were fi tted with a nonlinear 
least squares routine using a single-site binding model with Origin for ITC 
version 5.0 (GE Healthcare). The baseline correction did not substantially 
alter the  K  d  values obtained. 

 NMR experiments 
 1D  13 C-edited or  15 N-edited  1 H-NMR spectra were acquired on a spectrom-
eter (INOVA600; Varian) at 25 ° C in 20 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.1, 
150 mM NaCl, and 2 mM DTT, acquiring the fi rst trace of  1 H- 13 C or  1 H- 15 N 
heteronuclear single quantum correlation spectra (1,500 scans and 30-min 
total acquisition time). For the titrations of  Fig. 3 B , samples contained 
2  μ M SNARE complex (with uniformly  13 C-labeled syntaxin-1A[2 – 243]) and 
the desired concentration of unlabeled WT or mutant Munc18-1s; a sepa-
rate sample was prepared for each concentration. The data were fi t to a 
single-site binding model using SigmaPlot (SPSS, Inc.;  Arac et al., 2003 ). 

 Cortical cultures 
 Homozygote Munc18-1 KO mice were bred by crossing heterozygous mutant 
Munc18-1 KO mice ( Verhage et al., 2000 ). Cortical neurons from littermate 
mice at E16 were dissociated by trypsin (5 mg/ml for 5 min at 37 ° C), tritu-
rated with a siliconized Pasteur pipette, and plated onto 12-mm coverslips 
coated with Matrigel ( � 12 coverslips/cortex). Neurons were cultured at 37 ° C 
in a humidifi ed incubator with 95% air and 5% CO 2  in minimal essential 
media containing 5 g/liter glucose, 0.1 g/liter transferrin, 0.25 g/liter insulin, 
0.3 g/liter glutamine, 5 – 10% heat-inactivated FCS, 2% B-27 supplement, and 
1  μ M cytosine arabinoside and were used after 5 – 22 DIV. 

 Lentiviral infection 
 Constructs were cotransfected with plasmids for viral enzymes and enve-
lope proteins into HEK 293 cells using a transfection system (FuGENE6; 
Roche) according to the manufacturer ’ s specifi cations, and lentivirus-
containing culture medium was harvested 2 d later, fi ltered through 0.45- μ m 
pores, and immediately used for infection or frozen in liquid nitrogen and 
stored at  � 80 ° C. Cortical cultures were infected at 1 DIV by adding 300  μ l 
of viral suspension to each well. 

 Immunocytochemistry 
 Neurons attached to the glass coverslips were rinsed once in PBS and fi xed 
for 15 min on ice in 4% formaldehyde and 4% sucrose in PBS. After fi xation, 

similar affi nities suggest that there is little cooperativity between 

interactions of Munc18-1 with the four-helix bundle and the 

syntaxin-1 N-terminal region. Conversely, Munc18-1 – membrane 

interactions seem to cooperate with binding to the four-helix bun-

dle, as the syntaxin-1 N-terminal region is required for binding of 

Munc18-1 to soluble SNARE complexes but not for binding to 

membrane-anchored SNARE complexes ( Shen et al., 2007 ). 

 These observations, together with our data, suggest a model 

whereby synaptic vesicle priming involves the opening of 

syntaxin-1, and binding of Munc18-1 to the syntaxin-1 H abc  domain 

is critical for the opening reaction but not for downstream events 

leading to release. In this model, transition from the Munc18-1 –

 closed syntaxin-1 complex to the Munc18-1 – SNARE complex 

assembly ( Fig. 1 B ) involves a series of intermediate states. 

Thus, release of the SNARE motif from closed syntaxin-1 to 

bind to SNAP-25 (likely assisted by Munc13-1;  Guan et al., 2008 ; 

 Weninger et al., 2008 ) may involve a transient state in which 

Munc18-1 is only interacting with the syntaxin-1 N-terminal re-

gion ( Fig. 1 C , left). This interaction might keep Munc18-1 near 

the site of action to facilitate the establishment of new inter-

actions with the syntaxin-1/SNAP-25 SNARE motifs ( Fig. 1 C , 

right), forming an acceptor complex for synaptobrevin binding. 

The resulting Munc18-1 – SNARE complex assembly ( Fig. 1 B , 

right) may involve cooperative interactions of Munc18-1 with 

the four-helix bundle and one or both membranes, which might 

be key for membrane fusion but might shift the energetic bal-

ance so that the interactions of Munc18-1 with the syntaxin-1 

N-terminal region become dispensable. These features can ex-

plain why binding of Munc18-1 to the H abc  domain of open 

syntaxin-1 is crucial for priming but not for the downstream 

events leading to fusion. The existence of the proposed inter-

mediate states is supported by the fi nding that Munc18-1 can bind 

to isolated syntaxin-1 N-terminal fragments ( Khvotchev et al., 

2007 ;  Burkhardt et al., 2008 ) and to syntaxin-1 – SNAP-25 

heterodimers ( Guan et al., 2008 ;  Weninger et al., 2008 ). The 

hypothesis that Munc18-1 binds to the four-helix bundle and the 

two apposed membranes correlates with the role proposed for 

the homotypic fusion and vacuole protein-sorting complex 

(which includes the Munc18-1 homologue Vps33p) in discrimi-

nating trans- from cis-SNARE complexes in yeast vacuolar fu-

sion ( Starai et al., 2008 ). Our model is also consistent with 

evidence suggesting that Munc18-1 plays multiple roles in the 

different steps that lead to release ( Gulyas-Kovacs et al., 2007 ), 

but, clearly, further research will be required to test this model 

and to elucidate how the function of Munc18-1 is coupled to 

those of other SNARE-binding proteins such as complexins, 

Munc13s, and synaptotagmin-1. 

 Materials and methods 
 Constructs 
 Bacterial expression vectors to express full-length rat Munc18-1 and full-
length rat complexin-1 and fragments corresponding to the cytoplasmic re-
gion of rat syntaxin-1A (residues 2 – 243 or 2 – 253), the SNARE motifs of rat 
synaptobrevin-2(29 – 93) and human SNAP-25B (11 – 82 and 141 – 203), or 
residues 26 – 83 of rat complexin-1 as GST fusion proteins were described 
previously ( McMahon et al., 1995 ;  Chen et al., 2002 ;  Dulubova et al., 
2007 ). Analogous vectors to express full-length rat Munc18-1 point mutants 
(E59K, K63E, and E66A) were generated from the WT construct using the 
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63 ×  NA 1.32 oil immersion objective. The images were collected using 
confocal software (Leica) and processed using Photoshop software (Adobe). 
All digital manipulations were equally applied to the entire image. 

 Electrophysiology 
 Synaptic responses were recorded from pyramidal cells in modifi ed Tyrode 
bath solution in the whole-cell patch confi guration. The solution routinely 
contained 50 – 100  μ M picrotoxin to block inhibitory synaptic currents via 
 � -aminobutyric acid receptors. For spontaneous release experiments ( De á k 
et al., 2006 ), 1  μ M tetrodotoxin was added to inhibit voltage-gated sodium 
channels and action potential propagation. For evoked responses, tetro-
dotoxin was omitted from the bath. Data were acquired with an amplifi er 
(Axopatch 200B; MDS Analytical Technologies) and Clampex 8.0 soft-
ware (MDS Analytical Technologies), fi ltered at 2 kHz, and sampled at 
200  μ s. The internal pipette solution was set to 300 mosM and included 
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 Data analysis 
 Evoked responses were adjusted with baseline subtraction for each stimu-
lus. Synchronized responses were determined as those within 100 ms of 
the stimulus, and transferred charge was also calculated for this period. 
Normal distribution of data was analyzed with the Shapiro-Wilk ’ s W test. 
Paired Student ’ s  t  test or variance analysis followed with Tukey ’ s test was 
used to determine signifi cance, which is marked on the fi gures as asterisks 
(*, P  <  0.05; **, P  <  0.01; and ***, P  <  0.005 levels of signifi cance). 

 Gel fi ltration binding assays 
 Samples contained 5  μ M Munc18-1, 7.5  μ M complexin-1, 5  μ M SNARE 
complex (formed with syntaxin-1A[2 – 253], synaptobrevin-2[29 – 93], 
SNAP-25[11 – 82], and SNAP-25[141 – 203]), or different combinations of 
these proteins at the same concentrations and were dissolved in 400  μ l of 
20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, and 120 mM NaCl. The samples were incubated 
for 30 min, injected in a column (Superdex S200 10/300 GL; GE Health-
care), and eluted with the same buffer. 

 Online supplemental material 
 Fig. S1 shows a comparison of Ca-dependent synaptic release from 
WT neurons and Munc18-1 KO neurons rescued with WT Munc18-1 or 
Munc18-1 – 24-cerulean, as monitored by FM2-10 destaining, and the 
quantifi cation of synaptic densities in the rescue experiments with WT 
and mutant Munc18-1s. Fig. S2 shows the protein expression levels in 
the rescue experiments with WT and mutant Munc18-1s as assessed by 
fl uorescence and Western blotting. Fig. S3 shows the synaptic depres-
sion observed for WT Munc18-1 and Munc18-1 mutants at 10-Hz fi eld 
stimulation. Fig. S4 shows the ratios between charge transfer induced 
by an action potential and by hypertonic sucrose in the rescue experi-
ments with WT and mutant Munc18-1s. Fig. S5 shows gel fi ltration pro-
fi les of Munc18-1, complexin-1(26 – 83), SNARE complex, and mixtures 
of them. Online supplemental material is available at http://www.jcb
.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200812026/DC1. 
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